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Technology ethics is the application of  ethical
thinking to the practical  concerns of  technology.  

Technology ethics is [ important because] new
technologies give us more power to act ,  which
means that we have to make choices we didn't
have to make before.  

Technology Ethics Defined

Dr.  Brian Patrick Green
Director of  Technology Ethics

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
Santa Clara University
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THE TRUE
We are al l  navigating an increasingly
digital  landscape.
It 's  not just  for technologists.
Digital  developments is creating a
third-l ine culture.

Online
Cyberculture
Omniverse/Metaverse



Statewide Case Study





DOES SOCIAL DISTANCING
MEAN DISCONNECTING?













*Church Respondents



*Church Respondents

We found that a majority of those surveyed plan to purchase equipment to help them improve
their digital communication efforts moving forward.

      
Whether to strengthen digital offerings to broadcast services or to find new ways to reach

members such as podcasts or video conferencing tools to reach existing and new members, the
drive to obtain tools to improve digital offerings definitely increased.



SMALL GROUPS
Social distancing

requirements certainly
impacted small group

meetings.  Our research
found that nearly half of all

small group meetings halted
meeting altogether when

in-person gatherings were
not possible.







An important characteristic of
digital communication is that it
can be either asynchronous or

synchronous (in real time).
      

 

Asynchronous: text messaging, email,
or message boards. 

 
Real-Time Interaction, or synchronous

communication, whether through a
voice call or videoconference, allows

participants to speak more candidly at
times, have conversations of a more
personal nature, and to pick up on

verbal or non-verbal cues in the
moment.
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SIX TECHNIQUES
Set Objectives

Calendar to Communicate
Text What You Teach
Share Links that Last

Say What You See
Choose Methods that Multiply

 

Pitfalls to Avoid
Discipleship Fizzle

Thinking Texts Are Trivial
Text Etiquette

Failure to Formalize



METHODS THAT MULTIPLY

Real-Time Interaction
Candid exchange where participants can pick up on verbal and non-verbal cues



EMBRACE THE GRID VIEW



EMBRACE THE GRID VIEW

STILL CONTENT PUSHING



EMBRACE THE GRID VIEW



APPLIED TO SMALL GROUPS
Still have full group meeting

Teaching time

Identify 6-8 RTI Leaders

Break into triads or foursomes

Dig deeper and group care



APPLIED TO SMALL GROUPS
Develop current and future leaders

Increase sense of connectedness

Model leadership development

methods

Click the Zoom icon to watch a 3-minute tutorial on

managing breakout rooms.

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/206476313-Managing-Breakout-Rooms
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A Digital  Centaur is more than just a power-user in two
important ways.  The f irst  is  they are a completely top-level
human being,  meaning,  healthy physical ly and mental ly,
possessing a high EQ,   kindness,  and a heart  to be helpful  to
others.  

The second is they are highly proficient with many different
types of  technology tools and can rapidly add new digital  ski l ls
as they are needed.  The Centaur balances their  advanced
humanness with robust digital  capabil i t ies that al low them to
accomplish much more than non-centaurs.

Rise of  the Digital  Centaur

Scott  Klososky
Tech Futurist ,  Founder and President

Future Point of  View
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DISCUSSION
&

BREAK

What are three posit ive
benefits to the increasingly
digital  landscape that you have
experienced or observed?

What posit ive technology
development would you l ike to
see in the next f ive years?
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NOT GOOD
Digital  Divide

The digital  divide is the gap that
exists between those who have
access to the internet and rel iable
devices and those who don’t .

K-12 Higher Ed Workplace

closethegapfoundation.org

https://www.closethegapfoundation.org/


NOT GOOD
Data Privacy

Your information = commodity
Opt-in vs.  Opt-out

Rep. Coll in Walke
HD-87 (D)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FC5BZYV/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaaC57tcci0


NOT GOOD
Data Privacy

https://www.wired.com/story/vastaamo-psychotherapy-patients-hack-data-breach/


NOT BEAUTIFUL
Algorithmic Bias

Corey White
Cyber Security Special ist

Future Point of  View
Algorithmic Justice League

www.ajl .org

https://youtu.be/1z9KsNoAmFA?t=48
https://www.ajl.org/


NOT BEAUTIFUL
Confirmation Bias



NOT TRUE
Facebook's Promise:  
Hundreds of  Friends



When Dunbar consulted the anthropological  and
historical  record,  he found remarkable consistency
in support  of  his structure.  

The average group size among modern hunter-
gatherer societies was 148.4 individuals.  

Company size in professional  armies also
remarkably close to a hundred and f i f ty,  from the
Roman Empire to sixteenth-century Spain to the
twentieth-century Soviet  Union.

Professor Robin Dunbar
Professor of  Evolutionary Psychology

Oxford University

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B004UEL9TI/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1


Social  Work
Code of  Ethics

1.05 Cultural  Competence
(a)  Social  workers should demonstrate
understanding of culture and its function in
human behavior and society ,  recognizing the
strengths that exist  in al l  cultures.
(e)  Social  workers who provide electronic social  work
services should be aware of cultural and
socioeconomic differences among clients’ use of
and access to electronic technology  and seek to
prevent such potential  barriers.  Social  workers
should assess cultural ,  environmental ,  economic,
mental  or physical  abi l i ty,  l inguistic,  and other issues
that may affect  the delivery or use of  these services.



Social  Work
Code of  Ethics

1.07 Privacy and Confidential i ty
(c)  Social  workers should protect the
confidentiality of all  information obtained  in the
course of  professional  service,  except for compell ing
professional  reasons.
(m) Social  workers should take reasonable steps to
protect the confidentiality of electronic
communications . . .  Social  workers should use
applicable safeguards (such as encryption,  f irewalls,
and passwords) when using electronic
communications such as e-mail ,  onl ine posts,  online
chat sessions,  mobile communication,  and text
messages.



Social  Work
Code of  Ethics

6.01 Social  Welfare
Social  workers should promote the general  welfare of
society,  from local  to global  levels,  and the
development of  people,  their  communities,  and their
environments .  Social  workers should advocate for
l iving condit ions conducive to the fulf i l lment of  basic
human needs and should promote social ,  economic,
polit ical ,  and cultural  values and institutions that are
compatible with the real ization of  social  justice.
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